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A Kindergarten Adventure

by Melissa Friesen
It’s back to school again

and that means a whole
new batch of kids are
learning what it means to
get up early, hop on a bus,
and carry a backpack on
their shoulders. New lunch
boxes, new sneakers, and
tons of labels on every
thing – it’s a big deal for

these little ones. So I took
a peek inside their class
room to see what they
were up to so far. They’re
learning how to be on a
brand new schedule and
learning how to make new
friends. Suffice to say,
they’re learning a lot.

Lucky for me the kinder
garten class at Crossroads

School was just about to
head on an adventure. Al
though a lot of learning
happens in circles on the
carpet and in chairs
around the tables, more
and more students are
heading back outside after
recess to continue the
learning process. Fresh air,
room to play, and a little

bit of natural wonder are
all keep components of
young development. The
teacher called their names
and one by one they lined
up and stood as quietly as
they could while they
waited patiently. When
they got a little feisty, the
teacher reminded them of
the “This is a Line” song

they had just learned as a
way to reinforce their
good behaviour.

So off we went, through
the hallway and out the
doors in our best attempt
of a single file line. Once
we were in the green
space the children were
each given a plastic bag in
order to collect anything

outside they found inter
esting in nature. Immedi
ately they started peering
into the tall grass and
pulling things out. Flow
ers, weeds, whatever they
could find. It'll be the start
of some of the greatest
learning adventures they
have for the next 12 years
and beyond.

Wild and free! The students run
through the trees looking to find some
treasure above their heads and below
their feet. 

Jordyn picks the most beautiful little flower that she
found in the tall grass.

Matthias and his fellow kindergarten class spent the
afternoon block of time getting free reign of the play
ground to let their imaginations run free.

Wyatt was proud as a peach with the "biggest flower
ever" he found.

Brody was another one of the young gentlemen who
picked flowers with the hopes of bringing them to his
mom.

Tripp was all smiles to show off his bag of treasures
which included a nice collection of sticks and grass
and leaves.

Sophia was all smiles yesterday about starting the
new school year. 

Follow the leader! The students venture off into the
woods for the first time of their school career.

Classroom friends Madeline and Lily team up together
and run off into the soccer field.

One of the first things kindergarten students must
learn is the art of staying in line. More than almost
anything else this year, this will be one of the things
that "hopefully" sticks. 

Ryker proudly shows off what he collected so far. Each
student received a bag to collect "interesting things"
they found in nature.

Neal picks a flower from the grass for someone spe
cial. "My mom likes flowers," he said with a smirk.

Kaidiss excitedly finds some pine cones on the grass
that were just the perfect size.


